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Become Mistress of Yourself  Â  Jane Austen always knows just the right thing to say. With this

pocket collection of quotes from Janeâ€™s novels and letters, you too, will have a quip for every

situation.
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I bought this for a friend and fellow Austenite. SHE LOVED IT!!! I got a message the second it

arrived about how it had quotes in it my friend had not even thought about in years. (and she's a

writer) She said it was beautifully bound and simply gorgeous. She put it out on display on her

bookcase to be admired. I am thinking I need to order one for myself soon. :)I highly recommend

this for any Austen fan.

I love Jane Austen, so I knew that my secret santa giftee would love this book. It arrived on time,

was in pristine condition, and was a great coffee table read according to my giftee. I would definitely

buy this book again!

If you have already read Jane Austen, then you have seen all of this before. It is just a collection of

quotes, all of them without context. There is no commentary, just one quote per page, and many of

them are not particularly useful or interesting. You are better off collecting your own set of quotes.

It's a really nice book. Especially for any Jane lover. I just expected the book to be bigger. It arrived



quickly. And even though it's small it still feels like a good quality book.

This is a great compilation of the wittiest and most pleasing quotes from the many different Jane

Austen novels. It's the perfect gift for any Austenite.

I was a little disappointed. This is more like a quote-of-the-day book without dates. It is organized by

themes, but I just thought it would be funnier.

Very pleased. Bought this as a gift for my teacher (who is a HUGE fan of Jane Austen) and she

LOVED it. Very good gift for anyone who likes Jane Austen.

This is one of those times when I shake my head at all of the positive reviews for this product. Yes,

many of the Austin quotes are cool, but the book itself is a tiny, unimpressive little thing that wouldn't

stand a chance at finding its place on a book shelf. I bought several for friends but returned them, as

I suspect the $9 gift would end up as a dust-catcher after the initial look-through. Didn't live up to my

Great Expectations!
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